Abstract-This paper introduces a framework based on multi agent system for solving problems of combinatorial optimization.
Search (TS) and many others [1] , [3] .
In this paper, every time we mention an algorithm we mean meta-heuristic algorithm.
According to the No-Free-Lunch [4] theorem there is no superior meta-heuristic feasible for all optimization problems or even for all instances within one class of problems. Recent developments in search methodologies towards more generally applicable techniques has been termed hyper-heuristics [5] .
Hyper-heuristics are "heuristics to choose heuristics" [5] .
They operate at higher level of abstraction than meta-heuristics 978-1-4244-6585-9/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE and use particular (meta-)heuristics as building blocks of the optimization process. The majority of current hyper-heuristic approaches attempt to intelligently combine or select between previously proposed simpler heuristics, where it is not clear which one will be most effective for the problem instance at hand. Hyper-heuristics explore a search space of heuristics instead of a search space of solutions as meta-heuristics do [6] .
A. Our Approach
Our hyper-heuristic approach for solving problems of com binatorial optimization is provided as a repository of (par tially) problem specific meta-heuristics (often referred to as 'low-level' meta-heuristics) and 'high-level' logic for their collaboration-implemented in agents within the multi-agent system (see Fig. 1 ). A particular problem is solved by various meta-heuristic algorithms altogether (see Fig. 2 ). The goal of our approach is to provide a framework which is able to solve an optimization problem and employ information gathered during run-time for further performance increase. In other words, the framework should be able to adapt to the problem to be solved. 
B. Abstraction of Meta-Heuristic Algorithm
In this section we will describe the interface which all meta heuristics can be handled through. This interface unifies an access to all meta-heuristics. We apprehend the meta-heuristic algorithm as a black box defined by its inputs and outputs.
Each algorithm has to be initiated and its parameters have to be set as well. Then it takes candidate solutions on input, modifies them in a particular way, and puts the solutions on output.
See Fig. 3 . Candidate solutions can be generated randomly or prepared in another particular way.
The inner representation of the candidate solution is the first thing we have to deal with during the algorithm unifying pro cess. Such a representation is algorithm-specific. Dealing with various meta-heuristics, their different solution representations have to be mutually transformed. However, each problem can be described by algorithm-independent information. When we use a term from genetics, a solution of a given problem can be described by its phenotype [10] , [11] . It is a general description of the solution-the form that can be transformed into any other algorithm-specific representations. 4. This evolves chaining of any algorithms that can do the phenotype/genotype mapping.
C. Population of Meta-Heuristic Algorithms
Once we have unified a view on different meta-heuristic algorithms we are able to use them all in process of searching for an optimal solution. Then we have two options how to run the algorithms. In a sequence or concurrently. In both cases we have to select a feasible subset of all available algorithms and in case of sequencing even a proper algorithm order.
D. Population of Candidate Solutions
In our concept, the results of work of particular meta heuristics are shared through a global population of candidate solutions. We denote the place, where the population is lo cated, as a solution pool. The candidate solutions are loaded from and stored in the solution pool. Each meta-heuristic takes one or more solutions from and after it finishes, puts them back into solution pool. Simply, candidate solutions are improved by many different meta-heuristics and population of candidate solutions is being evolved.
III. AGENT ApPROACH DESCRIPTION

A. The Use of Multi-Agent System
Recently, multi-agent systems (MAS) have been used for solving a wide scale of artificial intelligence problems. For our purposes, the use of multi-agent system is very feasible as well. By using A-Globe [12] multi-agent system framework, we have gained a lot of functionality for free (agent skeletons, message passing, agent addressing, conversation protocols, etc.).
According to our concept (presented in previous section), the system can be immediately decomposed into blocks such as particular meta-heuristics, (global) solution pool and others.
Each block is handled by its agent. There are following agent types in our system: a problem agent, a solution pool agent, an algorithm agent and an adviser agent. a) Problem agent: is the entry point of our system. It can receive a request for the optimization task either from the user or from an agent of other system. The current implementation of the agent reads problem data from a configuration file. The agent initializes all other agents by sending the init message.
It can receive two types of messages:
• request messages for initial solutions (the agent can generate initial solution since it has information about the problem)
• inform message when new best solution is found by the algorithm agent.
The agent also measures the overall optimization time and after timeout it sends done message to all agents and they finalize their work. b) SolutionPool agent: manages the population of can didate solutions and provides solutions to all algorithm agents.
First, it asks problem agent for an initial population, then it receives messages from algorithm agents with requests either for loading or storing solutions. It can initialize itself after receiving init message as well.
e) Algorithm agent: disposes of a particular meta heuristic algorithm. It is responsible for:
• obtaining the algorithm parameter settings from the ad viser agent
• asking the solution pool agent for candidate solution(s)
• running the meta-heuristic algorithm with received pa rameters and solution(s)
• sending the best solution found to the problem agent after the meta-heuristic algorithm is finished
• sending the solutions back to the solution pool agent
• sending a report on previous algorithm's run to the adviser agent
These actions are performed until done message is received from the problem agent. 1) The problem agent reads a configuration file with the information about agents it has to create and initializes them.
2) The solution pool agent asks the problem agent for the initial population and it sends the generated population of candidates solution back.
3) Once the algorithm agent is initialized (anytime), it asks the adviser agent for meta-heuristic parameters.
4)
According to the obtained parameters, the algorithm agent asks the solution pool agent for solutions to work with and runs its meta-heuristic algorithm.
5)
After finishing, the algorithm agent sends the best solu tion to the problem agent
6) The algorithm agent sends solutions back to the solution pool agent.
7)
The algorithm agent also sends a search report to the adviser agent and it continues by the step 3. 8) After timeout the problem agent sends done message to all agents . 
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IV. HYPER-HEURISTIC ApPROACH
A. Searching a Space of Meta-Heuristics
Hyper-heuristic approaches operate on a search space of heuristics rather than directly on a search space of solutions to the underlying problem-which is the case with most meta heuristics implementations. The motivation behind hyper heuristics is to raise the level of generality at which search methodologies operate [6] .
In our approach we consider three kinds of algorithm spaces: the space of algorithm subsets, the space of algorithm invocation sequences and the space of algorithm settings.
1 At the first stage of our research algorithm subsets are selected manually; although it will be changed in the future the process of selecting will be automatized. Our idea is that algorithm agents compete with each other and only a given number of them can do their work. Metrics for algorithm comparison is based on meta-data collected during algorithm run-time.
2) The Space of Algorithm Invocation Sequences: In sec tion II-C we mentioned running meta-heuristic algorithms in a sequence. Then the space of all sequences is formed by all possible orders of algorithm invocations. The sequence could be longer than just the number of available algorithms which makes the sequencing even harder.
By using the multi-agent system, which is strictly parallel environment, we avoid the problem of sequencing. The se quence of particular algorithm applications inherently emerges by running all algorithms simultaneously.
3) The Space of Algorithm Settings: It is also com monly known that performance of meta-heuristic algorithms is strongly dependent on proper settings of their parameters. The settings of particular algorithms are often problem-dependent and the only reliable way how to obtain parameter values is by performing experiments. To do it manually is ineffective and uncomfortable and our intention is, again, to automate it.
We will introduce this concept more in the next section.
B. Automated Parameter Settings
I) Policy:
First of all, we added an object called Policy to each algorithm which is responsible for parameter settings.
The term Policy has been adopted from the reinforcement learning [13] branch and it has similar meaning as well. It 2) Static vs. Dynamic Parameters: Once we have intro duced the Policy object we may distinguish two types of parameter settings:
• static: by the static we mean such parameters whose values are the same for the whole algorithm run-time.
The Policy object then returns pre-configured values with no respect to received Reports.
• dynamic: for dynamic parameter values the Policy object results are dependent on the Report on the previous algorithm's run. See Fig. 8 .
The main motivation for introducing the Policy object is providing dynamic parameter settings. This should improve algorithms' performance. 3) Policy Types:
• Dummy Policy is the simplest policy. It always provides the same parameter values it has been configured for. It can be considered as a provider of static parameters.
• Random Policy is a dummy policy as well and it pro vides random parameter values. It is the simplest provider of dynamic parameters.
• Rule-based Policy contains pre-generated IF-THEN rules that produces desired parameter values.
• Neural Network Policy contains pre-generated neural network that produces desired parameter values.
See the right part of Fig. 9 . 4) Policy Builders: They are responsible for preparation and creation of Policies.
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Evolution-based policy builders operate with a genetic al gorithm and evolve a population of subjects that represent particular policies. The builders are distinguished according to the evolution they do:
• Policy Builder with Parameter Values EvolutionSubjects evolving by this builder represent directly pa rameter values.
• Policy Builder with Grammatical Evolution -This builder holds a grammar for generating IF-THEN rules.
Subjects evolving by this builder then contain numbers
of grammar rules to be applied to create particular rules.
• Policy Builder with Neural Network EvolutionSubjects evolving by this builder represent configuration and settings of neural networks. 
5) Description of Evolution in Adviser:
In general, an evolution in Adviser agents is done as follows: There is an instance of Genetic Algorithm with an initial population.
Operators of crossover and mutation are defined. When an Algorithm agent asks for an advise, a subject from population is selected, transformed into a Policy and sent back to the Algorithm agent. Once the Algorithm agent finishes its job it creates a report and sends it back to the Adviser agent (see Fig. 11 ). The report is evaluated by a Report evaluator (see Fig. 10 ) and an objective value (Policy fitness) is assigned to
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C. Meta-Data
Meta-data are information collected during algorithms' runs . They contains a lot of run-time and statistical information and help to describe how an algorithm behaved during its runs.
Here we provide some meta-data items we collect during each algorithm run-time: 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have presented our concept for solving the problems of combinatorial optimization by employing various meta-heuristic algorithms. Being aware of No Free Lunch theorem, our concept is based on combination of particular meta-heuristics to achieve better results on wider scale of
problems.
An approach of collaboration of different meta-heuristic al gorithms through a multi-agent system has been introduced. To be such an implementation possible to realize, an abstraction of the meta-heuristic algorithm has been defined.
We found an architecture based on the multi-agent system paradigm feasible for our purposes. Algorithm agents and the solution pool agent are the base of our concept of algorithm collaboration whereas the adviser agent is the base of our hyper-heuristic approach.
The core of our hyper-heuristic approach is in searching algorithms' parameter space and evolving parameter policies for dynamic parameter settings. We have presented several types of policies and principles of their evolution as well. Im plementation within the SEAGE project [14] and experiments are main subjects of the future work. 
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